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In this circuit, the neon indicator lamp
shows whether or not the Power is on
and whether or not the fuse is blown.
As long as the power is on and the fuse
is intact, the neon lamp will draw
current through the fuse, D2 and the
built-in series resistor. It will burn
brightly to indicate that all is well.
If the fuse is blown, however, current
can only flow through D I and R 1. This
current will charge C I until the ignition
voltage of the neon lamp is reached. The
lamp will light up. It will now draw
enough current to discharge C I until the
extinction voltage is reached, where-
upon the lamp will go out agan.
Cl recharges through Rl, and the cycle
repeats. The result is that the neon
lamp will flash continuously as long as

the power is on.
The only critical points in this circuit
are the resistors. The value of R I must
be so large that current flowing through
this resistor into the neon lamP is
insufficient to keep it ignited. On the
other hand, the built-in resistor should
be small enough to discharge Cl fairly
rapidly but not so small that the lamp
will 'burn out' when fed directlY
through DZ (actually, a neon lamp
doesn't burn out - it can progressively
darken as the electrode material
'migrates' to the inside of the glass

envelope).
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disc preamp

disc
A preampl ifier-equal iser for
magnetic pickup cartridges has to
meet quite exacting requirements.

Values for gain, noise level and maximum input voltage which will
guarantee trouble-free operation under all conditions are not so easy to
achieve. The well-known two-transistor configuration, operating from a

12... 18 V suppty, invariably falls short on gain and overdrive-margin -

unless it is designed for a low nominal output voltage (about 30 mV).
An alternative approach is to make use of a good integrated amplifier.
The design about to be described, which meets all the requirements,
employs a SN 76131. An almost identical l.C. is the prA 739.

To make optimum use of the Possi-
bilities for groove-modulation, gramo-
phone records are cut with low audio
frequencies attenuated and high audio
frequencies boosted (with respect to
I kHz). To simplify playback equalis-
ation, a single weighting curve has
been standardised throughout the
world - the IEC disc-cutting character-
istic. (This curye originated as the RIAA
standard: Record Industry Association
of America).
The disc-cutting engineer arranges for a

'0 dB standard (reference)level' in the
taped programme to produce a stylus
tip-velocity about 14dB below the'safe'
drive-level, to provide headroom for
instantaneous signal peaks. 0 dB standard
level (corresponding roughly to the
average level in loud passages) is typi-
cally 39 mm/sec tip peak velocity at
I kHz. Standard level on carrier-channel
discs (CD4 and UD4) is lower, about
22 mmls.
Experience indicates that wide-band
cartridges suitable for carrier discs
deliver 7O . . .140 trrV for each mm/sec
of tip velocity. The usual 'hifi' cartridges
deliver about 6 dB more. (Note that
sensitivity specifications are usually
gwen in RMS millivolts per peak centi-
metre per second). So the input to the
preamplifier at standard level I KHz will
beaboutl...l0mVpeak.
What are the consequences of all this for
the preamplifier?

Suppose it is the intention that the
output voltage at standard level be about
100 mV RMS with the lowest-outPut
cartridge. The closed-loop gain must
therefore be 100 at 1 KHz. Now allow
20 dB of extra gain for IEC equalisation
at the lowest frequencies, not including
20 dB of negative feedback (which
should reasonably be maintained at the
'low end'). This tots up to an open-loop
gain of at least 80 dB ! Ten thousand
times. That seems to eliminate the two-
transistor configuration.
The SN 76131 integrated circuit, with
the chosen lag compensation, has a

typical open-loop response according to
the upper dashed curve in figure 1. The

Figure 1. The desired closed-loop gain curve
follorar the IEC (RIAA) disc equalisation
characteristic, with a mid-band gain (1 KHzl
of 40 dB (heavy linel. The open-loop gain

must be at least 20 dB greater; the SN 76131,
with the chosen lag compensation, provides
thls with a margin of about 10 dB (upper

dashed curvel.

Figure 2. The heavy line is an estimated
contour for the highest voltage delivered to
the preamplifier by a highoutput dynamic
cartridge. The preamplifier cannot be over'
driven by the highest input voltage; the upper
dashed line is the overdrive thresJrold for the
disc-preamplifier with SN 76131. This clears
the maximum-input contour by approximately
10 dB.

Figure 3. The maximum RMS output lwel
produced by the preamp when used with a

highoutput cartridge follows the thick con-
tour. The dashed line indicates the maximum
output capability. The safety margin is here

once again about 10 dB.




